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Get Started
We offer two options and you can choose either one or both depending on your
individual needs:
1

You’re in charge
Create your own presentations by installing InsMark on your computer. You’ll not only
have access to the concept presentations included in this playbook, but additional
calculators and needs analysis presentations!
Click here to go to the InsMark website and, when prompted, enter the Serial
Number 12345678010. This will allow you to create presentations on our Quality of
Life products. For any installation or technical issues, please contact the experts
at InsMark, 925 543 0507.
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We will support you
Would you like us to build a presentation? Whether you need assistance with all of
your InsMark presentations or just the more complicated ones, we’re here to help
you. Just click the button next to each InsMark sales concept to determine who to call.

How to Use this Playbook
Click here to watch the Brainshark.
What’s in your InsMark Playbook?
Click the grey tabs in the top navigation bar to view what’s available.
Interested in a particular Sales Concept?
Click the title to download a sample presentation along with details on when to use it and
what additional information is necessary.
Need help?
Click the button to the right of the sales concept title and give us a call. We’re happy to help!
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NEXT

Comparison Presentations
Click the Sales Concept title to download a sample presentation along with details on when
to use it and what additional information is necessary.

Permanent vs. Term
Compares the cash flows, surrender values and death benefit of a permanent product
(e.g., IUL, VUL, even GUL) with the alternative of buying a term product and investing the
difference in premium into some form of investment.

Other Investments vs. Your Policy
Focuses on the cash flow and cash values of a permanent product and compares them to
an alternative investment.

Comparison of Insurance Plans
A side-by-side comparison of two permanent insurance plans. It will compare values in
each illustrated year, along with internal rate of return comparisons.

Cost of Waiting
Advantages of buying life insurance sooner rather than later, showing the increased premium
and lower values of a policy purchased in the future side-by-side with a policy purchased
today.

When meeting with a client, the InsMark presentation must always be accompanied with
a Quality of Life illustration.
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Individual Illustration Presentations
Click the Sales Concept title to download a sample presentation along with details on when
to use it and what additional information is necessary.

Illustration of Values
Provides general information about how a policy works (e.g., premium, net income from
policy, surrender value, death benefit). It also, includes internal rate of return calculations on
the cash values and death benefit to illustrate the value of the policy. Click here to watch
the Brainshark.

Life Plan
Life Plan is a “lite” version of a supplemental retirement income presentation— the entirety of
the benefits of a permanent policy with cash flows, cash value and death benefit.

Dollars of Benefit for Pennies of Cost
Provides a very simple method of illustrating the benefit of life insurance. It calculates the
cumulative ‘pennies’ required each year to provide the policy benefits.

Mortgage Plan
As an alternative to covering one’s mortgage with term insurance, a permanent insurance
product can provide coverage on the value of the home loan and, at the same time, a means
to accumulate cash that can be used to pay off the mortgage early – potentially saving
years of loan interest.

When meeting with a client, the InsMark presentation must always be accompanied with
a Quality of Life illustration.
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Estate & Charitable Presentations
Click the Sales Concept title to download a sample presentation along with details on when
to use it and what additional information is necessary.

Estate Illustrations
Funding Estate Liquidity with Discounted Dollars
It is widely recognized that life insurance (especially 2nd-to-die insurance) is a valuable
product for estate planning. This compares the cost of covering estate needs using three
methods: 1) life insurance, 2) cash, and 3) borrowing.
Dynasty Trust vs. Non-Dynasty Trust
Compares the benefits of a standard irrevocable trust that provides for children
(a ‘non-dynasty’ trust) to an irrevocable trust that provides for multiple generations
(a ‘dynasty’ trust) to a dynasty trust funded with a life insurance policy.

Charitable Illustrations
Charitable Giving Plan
Highlights the benefits of gifting premiums to a charity, including the tax-deductibility of the
premiums and the opportunity to create a perpetual income stream for the charity from the
policy’s death benefit.
Dollars to Charity for Pennies of Cost
Illustrates deductible premiums and charity-owned values on the basis of a “cents per $1.00
of death benefit” demonstrating the dramatic increase in effectiveness of a gift of premiums
over typical cash gifts.
When meeting with a client, the InsMark presentation must always be accompanied with
a Quality of Life illustration.
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Executive Benefit Presentations
Click the Sales Concept title to download a sample presentation along with details on when
to use it and what additional information is necessary.
Salary Continuation/Deferred Compensation
Illustrates a salary continuation plan as an executive benefit provided by an employer.
Survivor Income (Death Benefit Only) Plan
Illustrates an employer-provided benefit for key executives. It is the same as the Salary
Continuation/Deferred Compensation Plan without the retirement benefit.
Executive Trifecta®
Combines key person protection with survivor income benefits and a subsequent transfer of
the policy to the executive.
Executive Bonus Plan and Executive Security Plan
Illustrates the costs and benefits of this executive benefit, where the employer provides
bonuses to an employee(s) by way of premium payments on an insurance policy.

Miscellaneous
Funding Buyouts with Discounted Dollar
Compares the cost of covering buy-sell needs using three methods: 1) life insurance, 2) cash,
and 3) borrowing.

When meeting with a client, the InsMark presentation must always be accompanied with
a Quality of Life illustration.
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Split Dollar Presentations
Click the Sales Concept title to download a sample presentation along with details on when
to use it and what additional information is necessary.

Employer-sponsored
Endorsement Split Dollar
Employer providing an executive with inexpensive personal life insurance coverage.
Endorsement Split Dollar with Optional Transfer
Employer providing an executive with inexpensive personal life insurance coverage along
with the option for executives to own all full policy values after a period of years.
Endorsement Split Dollar with Salary Continuation
Employer providing an executive with inexpensive personal life insurance coverage along
with retirement income.
Limited Collateral Assignment Split Dollar
Employer providing an executive with inexpensive trust-owned policies for estate
planning purposes.
Loan-Based Split Dollar
Employer-sponsored loans to key executives for the purpose of purchasing cash value
life insurance.

Private Split Dollar
Private Limited Collateral Assignment Split Dollar
Plan sponsor (typically the insured) providing inexpensive trust-owned policies for estate
planning purposes (when no funding help is available from a business).
When meeting with a client, the InsMark presentation must always be accompanied with
a Quality of Life illustration.
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Loan-Based Private Split Dollar
Wealth preservation technique involving a series of loans (evidenced by a promissory note)
between a Lender-Grantor – usually a parent or grandparent – and an irrevocable grantor
trust formed on behalf of children or grandchildren.
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Extras
In addition to the InsMark concepts, you may find these industry
calculators helpful when working with your clients. Just click the title to
get started.
Basic Financial Calculator
Compounding and Your Return
Don’t Delay Your Savings!
Retirement Income
Retirement Planner
Retirement Shortfall
Investment Savings and Distributions
401(k) Savings with Profit Sharing
Roth vs. Traditional 401(k) and your Paycheck
Taxable vs. Tax-Deferred vs. Tax- Free
Variable Annuity Calculator
Immediate Annuity Calculator
Mortgage Loan Calculator
Life Expectancy
Life Insurance Calculator
Comprehensive Life Insurance Analysis
Human Life Value
1040 Tax Calculator
Net Worth
Estate Tax Planning
Business Valuation - Discounted Cash Flow
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Visit and share our
website with your clients!
qualityoflifeinsurance.com

AIG Partners Group includes financial professionals appointed with American General life Insurance Company (AGL).
Policies and annuities are issued by AGL, which is responsible for financial obligations of insurance products and is a
member of American International Group, Inc. (AIG).
The Company, its financial professionals and other representatives are not authorized to give legal, tax or accounting
advice. Applicable laws and regulations are subject to change and individuals should consult an attorney, tax advisor or
accountant. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by AGL or its affiliates as to the completeness of
the information provided. © 2017. American International Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
InsMark is a separate and unrelated entity.
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